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DIVEWEWEAR

WITHIN
HEATING SYSTEM
9°
0°

Top made of highly thermal fabric in
three layers with internal breathable and
thermal reflective membrane “ZERO WIND”
thermally equivalent to 320 gr. Possibility
to use it in combination with our heating
plates, through connection E/O cord with
12 V battery packets. External cable for
battery packet connection hidden when
not used. Suitable in standard version for
temperate climates and in heating version
for extremely cold climates. Internal fabric
with sponge making to maximize the
transpiration. Sleeve Raglan cut to ease
the freedom of movement of arms. Arm
with thumb finger ring to hold it in place.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

18°

9°

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

Pants with pre-formed knees, made of
highly technical fabric in three layers,
thermally equivalent to 320 gr and with
internal breathable and thermal reflective
membrane
“ZERO
WIND”.
Internal
fabric with sponge making to maximize
the transpiration. Pockets on the sides.
Stretchable adjustable waist with coulisse.
Suitable for diving activity and all outdoor
sports. Usable directly as undergarnment
or as additional protection during winter
time or in very cold waters.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

18°

9°

Dive wear suitable for temperate climates
thermally equivalent to 320 gr. Made of
technical Micropile with three layers with
internal breathable and thermal reflective
membrane “ZERO WIND”. Central zip with
double slide and thermal protection. Sleeve
Raglan cut for ease of movement of arms.
Arm with thumb finger ring to hold it in
place. Knees and elbows preformed to
get the best freedom of movement. Neck
with thermal protection. Lateral pocket
and small pocket on chest position. Double
entry for Pee Valve connection. Stretchable
gaiters on the bottom of the legs.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

9°
0°

Dive wear suitable for cold climates,
thermally equivalent to 525gr. Overlapping
applications on the kidney and stomach
areas to increase thermal action. Made of
a technical Pile “No Wind” in three layers
with breathable and thermal reflective
membrane “ZERO WIND”. Zip with double
slide and thermal protection.
Lateral
pockets and small pocket on chest position.
Stretchable gaiters on the bottom of the
legs to retain under-foot position. Arm with
thumb finger ring to hold it in place. Double
entry for Pee Valve connection.

18°

Technical top made of 300g Micropile
coupled with breathable and thermal
reflective internal membrane.
Suitable as additional protection during the
diving or any other outdoor activity. Directly
usable as undergarment or as additional
protection during the winter or in very
cold water. Contrast stitching in grey with
thumb finger ring to keep it in place while
dressing.
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AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

The suit DISCOVERY is made of a special tri-laminate
with Nylon exterior, this makes it resistant and
extremely lightweight, therefore suitable for all types
of diving and most of the transfers by plane, where
the weight is sometimes a problem.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

The VOYAGER is made of a special trilaminate with
outer Cordura 330, this makes it resistant to abrasion
and at the same time light, therefore suitable for all
types of diving and intransfers by plane.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

Xpedition is a technical suit made in trilaminate Nylon
- Butyl - Polyester reinforced with Cordura 1100, at the
same time light but very strong, therefore suitable for
all types of diving. The long zipper TIZIP from shoulder
to back, coupled with the telescopic torso adjustable
with elastic and a special cut of the fabric makes it
easily self dressing with a perfect seal.
The preformed legs helps to keep the inwater position
during technical diving.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

The CAVE is made of a special tri-laminate with
Nylon exterior, this makes it resistant and extremely
lightweight, the preformed leg helps to keep the
inwater position during technical diving.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

Xplorer is a technical suit made in trilaminate Nylon
- Butyl - Polyester reinforced with Cordura 1100, at
the same time lightweight but very strong, therefore
suitable for all types of diving.
The long zipper TIZIP from shoulder to back, coupled
with the torso telescopic adjustable with elastic and a
special cut of the fabric makes it easily self dressing
with a perfect seal.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

FLEXY-XP is a dry suit made of a special high
density Neoprene of 2.5 mm extremely flexible and
lightweight. Thanks to this, in combination with the
external Polyester abrasion resistant fabric and the
coverning in Cordura 1100, it is very resistant remaing
at the same time lightweight and flexible.
These features make FLEXY-XP a dry suit suitable for all
kinds of diving and seabed.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

The TEK is made of a special trilaminate Polyester Butyl - Polyester abrasion resistant, this makes it very
resistant and therefore also suitable for wreck diving
and very uneven seabed.

AVAILABLE
FOR BOTH

FLEXY-TK is a dry suit made of a special high
density Neoprene of 2.5 mm extremely flexible
and lightweight. Thanks to this and to the external
Polyester abrasion resistant fabric it is very resistant
but at the same time it remains lightweight and
flexible. These features make it a dry suit suitable for
all kinds of diving and seabed.

